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ESA’s Geostationary Satellite
Operating Despite Launch Problems
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power of 0.5 TW. The experiments satellite was passing through high well as the transmission system able
produced 104to 105fusion neutrons. radiation belts and degradation of the to handle 100 k bits/s. GEOS was
The importance of these exper solar cells was marked. The output also intended to act as the reference
iments does not lie in the number of power dropped from 135 W to 105 W satellite for the International Magnetofusion neutrons produced. Neutrons in four days and any further drop spheric Study (IMS), a three-year re
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power delivered to the target was a
Discussions are currently going on
000 km and a perigee of 2000 km
record for C02 lasers, that was also 36
which brings it in sight of the ground to decide whether to continue with the
of secondary importance.
station in Germany for seven hours original plan of putting the qualifica
The significance of the Los Alamos per day, when data can be taken in tion model into a geostationary orbit in
measurements is that the C02 laser real time. It is hoped that a second 1979 under the code name Geosare or
produced the same neutron yields as station can be opened in the United whether to use the model to repeat
those achieved earlier with glass States which will be able to supple the original mission at an earlier date.
lasers at the same power level. This ment this receiving period.
ESA is due to bring into operation two
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In the first weeks since GEOS was further geostationary satellites in the
perimental and theoretical information placed in its final orbit there was no near future. In mid-June the telecom
accumulated in the past year, indi further degradation of the power sys munication satellite OTS is scheduled
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suited for laser-fusion experiments as switched on successfully and began meteorological satellite Meteosat.
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